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Sermon              Sunday 13 November, 2016 
Remembrance Sunday 

 
 
Lessons Micah 4: 1 – 4  Romans 8: 31 – 38     St John 15: 9 – 15 
 
 
 
Prayer of Illumination 
 
Let us pray. 
 
Holy God, may we know the peace, the deep peace that only You can give.   Bless 
our meditations that, filled with peace, we may shape the world around us.   
Amen. 
 
 
 
 

Waste of Muscle, waste of Brain, 
Waste of Patience, waste of Pain, 
Waste of Manhood, waste of Health, 
Waste of Beauty, waste of Wealth, 
Waste of Blood, and waste of Tears, 
Waste of Youth’s most precious years, 
Waste of ways the Saints have trod, 
Waste of Glory, waste of God – 

War! 
 

 
Today we remember the wars and many conflicts that have scarred 

our nation over the past one hundred years or so.   Iraq, Afghanistan, 

Sierra Leone, the Falklands, Bosnia Herzegovina:  these are names we 

know.   Each one is a place of conflict where British service personnel 

have served.   We remember also the Second World War:  the facing 

down of Nazism and the horror of the Holocaust.   However, 2016 

marks the mid-point of the Great War.   For Britain and for Scotland, 

this year is the 100th anniversary of the Battle of the Somme. 
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The Battle of the Somme or the Somme Offensive began on 1 July 

1916 and ended four and a half months later on 18 November.   

Situated in northwest France, a battle between the forces of the 

British and French Empires against the German Empire, the Somme 

was the largest battle on the Western Front.   Three Scottish divisions 

took part as well as Scottish battalions serving in other divisions.   In 

all, fifty-one Scottish infantry battalions were involved.   The first day 

of the Battle of the Somme was the worst day in the history of the 

British Army.   ‘No other battlefield of the First World War created 

more casualties per square yard.’   From the eleven divisions which 

began the assault, 57,470 men became casualties, 19,240 of whom 

were killed.   On the first day, 19,240 men were killed.    

 

On the morning of 1 July at 7.30am as the mist cleared the whistles 

blew along the front lines as the first wave of the British infantrymen 

scaled the ladders in the trenches and went over the top; the attack 

began.   The men were confident that they were going to win.   David 

Laidlaw, commanding 16th Highland Light Infantry, remembered that 

his men were ‘singing and whistling as if they were going to a football 

match instead of one of the most serious encounters in the world’s 
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history.’   In the 2nd Scottish Rifles, James Jack said that his men were 

‘in grand form, quite carefree, itching to cross the parapet to meet the 

Hun, and sure of victory.’    

 

No First World War commander has received more praise or 

vilification than Douglas Haig.   Belonging to the Anglo-Scottish upper 

class, he was a child of the Church of Scotland.   Haig’s plan at the 

Somme was straightforward.   For an entire week before the infantry 

began its assault, the German lines were to be bombarded day after 

day by shells so that when the British infantry finally moved forward 

the Germans would be in no condition to resist their advance.   In the 

event, no fewer than a million shells were fired at German lines along 

the entire 25 mile front.   However, the German trenches were deeper 

than the British had calculated and the German defences stronger.    

Accuracy of the shells had been poor and many had failed to explode.   

German machine guns were still in place and so too the heavy barbed 

wire when the British began their advance.    

 

Despite the losses, the strategy was to keep pushing men at the 

German lines in the belief that, sooner or later, the German defences 

would collapse.   Of those early days at the Somme, in a letter to his 
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father, Scott Macfie of the Liverpool Scottish said the ‘want of 

preparation, the vague orders, the ignorance of the objective and 

geography, the absurd haste, and in general the horrid bungling were 

scandalous…..In any well regulated organisation a divisional 

commander would be shot for incompetence – here another regiment 

is ordered to attempt the same task in the same muddling way.’    

 

Private W Hay of The Royal Scots 1st Battalion had said that it was 

‘criminal to send men in broad daylight into machine-gun fire 

without any cover of any sort whatsoever’.   In a telling reflection, he 

said: 

 
 You were between the devil and the deep blue sea.   If you go 
 forward, you’ll likely be shot, if you go back you’ll be court- 
 martialled and shot, so what the hell do you do?   What can  
 you do?   You just go forward because that’s the only bloke 
 you can take your knife in, that’s the bloke you’re facing. 
 
 
At the Somme, the assault on High Wood began on 14 July.   It lasted 

until mid-September.   Let me read to you two paragraphs written by 

Private Hay: 

 
 There was one particular place just before we got to High  
 Wood which was a crossroads, and it was really hell there,  

they shelled it like anything, you couldn’t get past it, it was  
almost impossible. 
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 There were men everywhere, heaps of men, not one or two  
 men, but heaps of men everywhere, all dead.   Then  

afterwards, when our battle was all over, after our attack  
on High Wood, there was other battalions went up and  
they got the same!   They went on and on.   They just seemed  
to be pushing men in to be killed and no reason…..They  
couldn’t possibly take the position, not on a frontal attack. 

 
 Most of the chaps, actually, they were afraid to go in because 
 they knew it was death…..It was hell, it was impossible….The 
 only possible way to take High Wood was if the Germans ran 
 short of ammunition, they might be able to take it then.   They 
 couldn’t take it against machine-guns….It was absolute 
 slaughter.   We always blamed the people above.   We had a 
 saying in the Army, ‘The higher, the fewer.’   They meant the  
 higher the rank, the fewer the brains. 
 
 
It is because of the slaughter, mistakes, incompetence and futility that 

we remember.   Human organisations fail:  this year we heard in the 

Chilcot Report that the Ministry of Defence failed to see the danger of 

roadside bombs and the MoD took over three years to order much 

needed medium-armoured patrol vehicles.   By the end of the battle 

of the Somme, the official number of British dead, missing or 

wounded was 419, 654 with 1.3 million casualties on both sides.   By 

the end of the battle, the British had advanced six miles.    

 

In a sense, war and conflict are always a failure in politics.   Our 

politicians must continually work for peace:  continually.   We live in 

what seems to be increasingly uncertain, if not dangerous times.   
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This week I was struck by the wisdom of Lord Sacks, the Chief Rabbi 

Emeritus.   Sacks fears that Brexit and the election of Donald Trump 

signal the rise of extremism in the politics of the West.    Sacks says: 

 
The first sign of breakdown is that people stop trusting the  
ruling elite.   They are seen as having failed to solve the major  
problems facing the nation.  They are perceived as benefiting  
themselves, not the population as a whole…..They  
underestimate the depth and breadth of popular anger.  That  
happened in both Washington and Westminster.   
 
Therein lies the danger because anger is a mood, not a strategy,  
and it can make things worse not better.  Anger never solves  
problems, it merely inflames them.  The danger down the road.. 
is the demand for authoritarian leadership, which is the  
beginning of the end of the free society.  
 
 

The former Chief Rabbi says that economic injustice leads to 

extremist leaders and, in time, to armed conflict.   Calling for 

capitalism with a human face, he says: 

 
 We need a new economics of capitalism with a human face.  

We have seen bankers and corporate executives behaving  
outrageously, awarding themselves vast payments while the  
human cost has been borne by those who can afford it least.  
We have heard free-market economics invoked as a mantra in  
total oblivion to the pain and loss that come with the global  
economy.   We have acted as if markets can function without  
morals, international corporations without social  
responsibility, and economic systems without regard to their  
effect on the people left stranded by the shifting tide.    
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As he casts his eye across the continent of Europe, Sacks says that 

‘unless we can restore patriotism as opposed to nationalism, we will 

see the rise of the far right’.   Who knows what the next four or five 

years will bring, but if Remembrance means anything at all, surely it 

means taking responsibility for doing all that we can to work for 

peace, economic fairness and human dignity, and demanding our 

politicians do the same. 

 

Amen. 

 


